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ABSTRACT 

Breast cancer is the greatest challenging health complexities 

that medical science is facing. Presently, there are no active 

methods to avert breast cancer, because its cause is not yet 

completely identified. Screening mammography is the 

available method that is currently used for reliable detection 

of breast cancer. Computer Aided diagnosis (CAD) 

techniques are used to enhance the diagnostic accuracy and 

efficiency of screening mammography. The sensitivity of 

mammogram decreases due to some factors like density of 

breast, presence of labels, and artifacts or even pectoral 

muscle. Therefore, the preprocessing of mammograms is a 

very significant step in breast cancer analysis and detection 

since it might reduce the number of false positive. 

In this paper, several procedures have been performed for 

preprocessing including (noise reduction, separate the breast 

from the artifacts and pectoral muscle, mammogram 

alignment). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women, 

comprising 23% of the 1.1 million female cancers that are 

newly diagnosed each year [1,2]. Breast cancer ranks second 

to lung cancer as the leading cause of death in women 

diagnosed with cancer[3]. 

Mammography is the best method for early mass detection.By 

using  mammography screening program the mortality rate of 

breast cancer have been reduced by 30-70%[4].  

Mammograms are difficult to interpret, especially in the 

screening context. Varity of Computer Aided 

diagnoses(CAD) systems have been presented in recent years 

to improve the efficiency and accuracy of interpretation 

process which consist of two important process: Computer-

Aided Detection (CADe) and Computer-Aided 

Diagnosis(CADi) [5]. Detection process involves identifying 

the abnormal part of breast and classifying regions of 

mammography as positive and negative regions, While 

Diagnosis process involves characterizing those abnormal 

regions into either benign or malignant. This process can be 

performed either manually by the radiologist [6] or 

automatically by CADi system, Before using CADe system 

pre-processing algorithm must be used which represent an 

important factor  for success or failure of the system in order 

to limit the search for abnormalities without undue influence 

from background of the mammogram. pre-processing steps 

include: mammogram orientation, label and artifact removal, 

detecting and removing pectoral muscle and mammogram 

alignment. 

In this paper, a new method was proposed to detect and 

remove pectoral muscle and new idea to perform  

mammogram alignment that uses the lowest number of points  

for  alignment.    

2. PREVIOUS WORKS 
A number of image processing methods have been proposed 

to perform the detection of suspicious mass regions.  

R. M. Haralick and L. G. Shapiro [8] enhance digital 

mammogram to remove  noise in the pre-processing using 

contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) 

method. 

Georgsson [9] proposed method for detecting and removing 

pectoral muscle by using region growing that consider 

pectoral muscle as a triangle then finding the yields of the 

muscle to be extract. 

H. Mirzaalian and M.R Ahmadzadeh  and  S. Sadri and M. 

Jafari .[5] suggest two preprocessing methods, one for 

pectoral muscle segmentation and the other for the breast 

contour extraction. achieved by the Mean of Absolute Error 

Distance Measure (MAEDM) and Hausdorff  Distance 

Measure (HDM). 

Lau and Bischof [10] used methods for mammogram 

alignment by choosing multiple point in the breast contour  

from one image as a reference then performing transition 

operation on another image. 

Bick, U., Giger, M. [11] use combination of region growing, 

morphological filtering and local thresholding for 

preprocessing .. 

Most papers have multiple problems in the pre-processing 

stage, especially in the detecting and removing pectoral 

muscle and mammogram alignment steps. The problems in 

detecting and removing pectoral muscle stage are: 

1. Most papers in general remove pectoral muscle by 
considering pectoral muscle as a triangle but this do not 
match with the natural state  because pectoral muscle not 
a necessary triangle  

2. In the comparison, most authors consider pectoral muscle 
area lighter than the rest of the breast and that is not 
completely right, because in some cases there are less 
light area within the muscle. 

On the other hand theproblems in Mammogram alignment 
are: 

1. Choosing multiple points in the breast region for 
alignment can generate different problems because these 
points may be depend on the previous steps and this can 
change the position of these points and thus will cause to 
misalignment. 

2. Considering one image as a reference and performing 
transition operation on another image will result in 
having a normal image and the other one that suffers 
from artificial distortion. 

In this paper , new methods are proposed to overcome these 
problems by making the cut-line of the pectoral muscle a 
piecewise method and the comparison in gray level is row by 
row, furthermore,  the number of points, used for alignment 
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that do not depend on the pervious steps, are reduced, also 
transition operation on both left and right images is applied. 

3.  PRE-PROCESSING STEPS  

3.1 Mammogram Orientation 
The  mammogram images treated in this paper are taken from 
MIAS’s database which contains images of both right and left 
breast. In some images, breast image is located in the left side, 
and in the other images, breast image is placed in the right 
side, this causes difficulties in the analysis of the breast to 
detect breast cancer. Therefore, breast image in all images 
must be moved so as to make the position of the pectoral 
muscle on the upper location of the image, this step requires 
the right breast flipped  horizontally at 180° [12,13,14] . 

3.2 Omit Noise and Unwanted Artifacts 
from Mammogram. 

The next step is to remove noise and unwanted artifacts from 
mammogram. These artifacts may be caused by scanning 
error or they can be entered as meta information, then show 
the current view and side of the mammogram as shown in 
Fig.1. These artifacts are easily removed from actual image 
by thresholding the mammogram. After that, the breast 
appears as one object and the artifacts as separate objects. As 
a result, the largest connected component in each 
mammogram is kept and the rest are removed. The noise and 
uneven lighting are filtered from the mammogram image 
using average filter which is a type of linear filter. 

 

Before steps A and B 

 

After steps A and B 

Fig.1: Left and Right mammogram before and after steps 
A&B 

4. DETECTING AND REMOVING 

PECTORAL MUSCLE 
After removing noise and unwanted part from image , Xmin 
and Xmax are found from the breast area then we begin 
scanning the image from top to bottom and from right to 
left(from Xmax to Xmin). we take two lines(L1,L2) in order to 
find the maximum value and compare it with the background 
threshold value, if the value is less than background threshold 
value, we take the next two lines(L2,L3) because the previous 

two lines are  part of  background. If not, we take from both 
lines the first 20 value, calculate  maximum value(Lmax) and 
the mean value (Lmean) to be used in determining the local 
threshold that is calculated by the equation below: 

                   
                    

 
 

After the first 20 value , we take 3×3 matrix from these lines 
and determine the mean for this matrix (Mmean),we compare 
this value with Local threshold found above, if  Mmean is 
greater than background threshold value and lower than Local 
threshold ,we repeat this search until we found Mmean greater 
than local threshold or lower than background threshold value 
which represents the end of pectoral muscle in this line.We 
store X and Y of this point in array Mcontour and repeat this 
method until we reach Xmax or Ymax. 

As shown in the diagram below: 
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Most points in the array Mcontour will be in the edge of pectoral 
muscle and little of them will be inside the pectoral muscle or 
outsidethe muscle as shown in the figure below: 

 

Fig.2: show points in array L  

To enhance these points we use piecewise method which 
determines the average value for all points in the array Mcontour 
representing the mid-point(mid1) between them. We store this 
point in array Mcontourcount, then take the points from the 
beginning of the array to the (mid1),then we calculate and 
store average value for these points to find mid-point(mid2) 
between them and so on. 

The cut line is the line that connects the mid-points stored in 
the array Mcontourcount, the figure below show the cut line after 
perform pice-wice method . 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.3:     (a) show cut line after perform piecewise method 
(b) show mammogram image after removing     pectoral 

muscle 

5. MAMMOGRAM ALIGNMENT 
In the breast image, There are exist natural asymmetries, in 
the shape and structure between left and right breast in 
addition to distortion  created through the mammographic 
recording procedure which makes the alignment very 
difficult. 

In this paper the proposed method for alignment mammogram 
is based on translation and rotation only, ignoring any 
difference in the size and shape. 

The nibble point(Np), centroid point(Cp) and the average 
angle (θ) between the horizontal  axis of Cp’s and the Np’s 
are first found, and then those parameters are used to make 
the left and right images in the same slope. 

Np had been used because it is the basic obvious point in the 
breast and can easily locate the position of this point; Cp is 
used because Cp is one of the basic points in the image that is 
less effected by the change even if there is noise in the image 
where noise has uniform distortion and this does not shift Cp. 

To find Np, the image is to be scanned from the far left pixel 
of the first row to the far right pixel of the last row, extract the 
points that represent the Xmin and find all Y at Xmin, increasing 
Xmin by 1 ,when Y is in the first third of the image  because  
the Np  cannot be in this part of the image. This operation is 
repeated until finding one or more points of  Y in the last two 
thirds of the image, after that we consider X at this point of  
Np and the average of Y points found in the last two thirds is 
Y at the  Np. 

Cp can be found using the following equations: 

         
          

   
   

   
   

        
   
   

   
   

 

         
          

   
   

   
   

        
   
   

   
   

 

Where: 
 F(x,y) is the image we used to find the Cp . 

 M,N represent the image dimensions. 

 
Fig.4: shows Cp, Np and θ 
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6. TRANSLATION AND ROTATION 
After finding the Np and Cp , the average angle between these 
two points for all images in the database(θ) can be found by 
the following equation: 

  
                                          

   

 
 

 
To achieve rotation without losing the details of the images we 
transmit each of the left and right images into square 

array(AL,AR) of cil                  , so apply CP point  

on the center of array . Then rotate the left and right images by 
(θ) that we found. As a result, we get two images in the same 
slope. 

7. REJECTING UNWANTED REGION 
Simple filter (3×3mean filter) and thersholding are used to  
convert right and left array to binary images, making mask to 
left and right (ML,MR) then apply AND operation to them as 
shown in following equation 

                       

To get matching among right and left images, we make AND 
function between Malign and the two images, finally we cut the 
left and right images according to the dimension of  Malign. The 
mammogram alignment and rejecting unwanted region of the 
left and right image is shown in the fig. 5 

 

Fig.5: alignment of left and right mammogram 

8. CONCLUSIONS 
In this research, several automatic methods for preprocessing, 

which have been used to detect and remove pectoral muscle 

and mammogram alignment, have been proposed. The 

database used for testing these procedures is taken from a well-

known and very referenced database, called MIAS. The noise 

and labels present in the mammogram images have been 

removed successfully with rate of 100%.Also all artifacts 

could be removed except the one that has one portion located 

inside the breast and the other inside the background and thus, 

the removal rate reaches (99.68%). The pectoral muscle 

extraction method gave less successful results due to the shape, 

the distortion introduced through the mammographic recording 

procedure and the variation in the intensity levels. The success 

in this step was (92.85%). With the mammogram alignment 

we obtained perfect results of (100%). 
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